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Studies suggest that developmental students li:se peer
tutoring, are more relaxed with peers, and feel that peer tutoring
helps their grades. However, the small number of studies on college
tutoring provides no consistent evidence that underprepared students
who are tutored improve either their grades or grade point averages.
The students who do earn higher grades after tutoring tend to be
better prepared to begin with, have higher ability and/or more
experience in college--there is no consistent evidence that tutoring
helps the weakest students. Research does suggest, however, that
underprepared students who were tutored remained in college longer
than comparable students who were not tutored. Experts also agree
about what constitutes a successful program; at a minimum, tutors are
recommended by a faculty member, carefully screened, trained how to
work with underprepared students before they start tutoring, and
evaluated regularly by their coordinators, instructors, and their
students. The dearth of research on tutoring may result from a lack
of research skills among tutor coordinators; a lack of money, time
and resources; the difficulty in comparing results from various kinds
of tutoring; or other causes. However, as college tutoring programs
adopt standards and oetter programs, researchers should examine the
questions of whether, how, and to what extent tutoring can help
underprepared students. A 39-item bibliography is included. (GFW)
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Although peer tutoring is a traditional method of help-
ing students %In) are haying academic difficulty and is
extensiyely used in colleges today, it has attracted little
attention from researchers. Most papers published about
college tutoring are narrativesdescriptions of programs,
teclunques for tutoring. methods for training tutors, and/or
case studies. This paper reviews the research on tutoring
and examines the problems of doing research in this area.

In American colleges, tutoring has endured ambiguous
connotations. On the one hand, it is negative, associated
with failing and needing a tutor. On the other hand, hav-
ing on 's own private tutor implies that one is wealthy and
special. .N!...11ough tutoring is a popular service on many
college campuses, its stigma keeps some students who need
help from using it.

Historically, tutoring has issued from and flourished in
various academic arenas. Colleges have traditionally sup-
ported tutoring services for special groups like athletes and
the deaf. (For a history of peer tutoring, see Stahl, Stahl,
& Hank, 1986.) Student honor societies often provide free
tutoring services, and those who need more, and can af-
ford it, hire their own tutors. Programs for veterans who
returned to college under the G.I. Bill included free tutor-
ing services as have the federal and state funded programs
for educationally and economically disadvantaged students
since the 1960s. Today, almost all colleges in the United
States offer individual content tutoring, and more than half
offer group tutoring (Lisner, 1989). Many colleges provide
tutoring to any student who needs it while others restrict
free tutoring to students admitted under special programs
and charge fees to others.

The literature on college tutoring suggests that programs
are quite diverse. Tutoring programs vary in purpose and
structure (Ahrendt, 1971; Brown, 1981; Bruffee, 1980), and
tutor training programs are based on different philosophies.
For example, some offer tutors assertiveness training illan-
cock, 1989; Lange & Jakubowski, 1976) so that they may
train their students to be assertive when necessary. Some
programs stress collaborative learning (Bruffee, 1978), or
reality counseling (Spann & Vanden, 1982), or learning
theory and study skills (Schmelzer, Brow, & Stahl, 1985),
or probing skills (Brown, 1979), and at least one program
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uses peer tutors to help students overcome %riting ble-Ls

(Wallace, 1987).
Tutor trainers use varied techniques. Some programs

have developed videotaped training sessions (Dempsey,
1979); others use campus residence and campus resources
in training (Shaw & Posey, 1987); or use evaluation as a
developmental learning experience (Shaw, 1939); or use
interaction place maps as training devices (Leary, 1987).
However, these examples may represent atypical programs
since many tutoring programs lack the funds to offer tutors
more than a brief orientation program and a set of guide-
lines. Unfortunately few research articles on tutoring spec-
ify the amount of training or experience of the tutors stud-
ied.

Experts do agree about what constitutes a successful
tutoring program. At a minimum, tutors are recommended
by a faculty member, carefully screened and selected on
the basis of performance criteria and knowledge of the sub-
ject, trained how to work with underprepared students
before they start tutoring them, and evaluated regularly
by their coordinators, instructors, and their students (Max-
well, 1979; Tripodi, 1987). In 1989, a NADE committee
developed standards and guidelines for college tutoring pro-
grams along the lines of the CAS Standards for Learning
Assistance Centers (Materniak & Williams, 1987). Also the
College Reading and Learning Association (formerly
WCRLA) has set standards for certifying college tutor train-
ing programs to enable them to award certificates to their
tutors. (See The Tutor Exchange, a newsletter of the Col-
lege Reading and Learning Association's Special Interest
Group on Tutoring, for information on certification stan-
dards.) Undoubtedly, these efforts will eventually improve
the quality of college tutoring.

The IT-Ague Aspect of Peer Tutoring
Directors of developmental and learning assistance pro-

grams seem to agree that , well-trained tutor can set-Ye a
v nal role in helping fellow students attain their academic
goals. Beginning students, particularly those who are edu-
cationally and economically disadvantaged, feel more re-
laxed with peers and relate to them in a different way than
they do with professional helpers (Grant & Horber, 19;8),



Often programs encourage tutees to become tutors them-

selves in subsequeut years and find them valuable assets.
Accordingly, SAWA states, -The technique that the basic

skills 'student turned tutor" used to master the material

may represent a modc of learning luil.MO. II to the !IWO('

skills faculh member but extremds valuable to the basic

skills studelit in need of tutoring" (tinow as qinited in ( ; rant

& McIver. 1978. p. 29).
Additional suppwt for the use of college peer tutors over

cross-class tutors collies from a study by X.C. Brown (1987).

who found a significant relation between the degree of
problem-solving tutees displaved in a college tutoring ses-

sion and the college class standing of tlw tutors and tutees.
The important variable was proximal class standing, not
age. The closer the tutor and tutee were in college class,

the more problem-sok mg the tutee engaged in during the

tutoring session.
Furthermore, this study lends support to those v. ho

believe that tutor training is needed, for it found that tutors

and tutees used different criteria to judge the success of

a tutoring session. Tutors rated sessions that did not con-

tain high problem-solving behavior as better, while tutees

gave higher ratings to sessions with high problem-solving

behavior.
Again, in high problem-solving sessions, tutees demon-

strated and structured more while tutors demonstrated and

lectured less. Tutors seemed to emulate the behavior of pro-

fessors, expecting that lecturing iva the appropriate way

to tutor. Tutees disagreed.

Does Tutoring Improve Grades?
Investigators often report that tutoring is an essential

ingredient of a successful developmental skills course
(Wepner, 1987; Roueche, 1983; Adams, 1971). However,
because tutoring is only one part of the services for under-

prepared students, and because it can take many
formsindividual, group, drop-in, as an adjunct to pro-
grammed material, etc.it is often impossible to show that
individual tutoring, by itself, leads to higher grades for
devdopmental students (Carman, 1975; Koehler, 1987; Vin-

cent, 1983).
Some studies have found that students with relatively

high ability or those with more experience in college pro-
fit most from tutoring. For example, Irwin (1980) studied
150 students who requested tutoring in statistics and divid-
ed them into three groups based on their academic records.
One half of each group were randomly assigned to tutor-
ing and the other half got no tutoring. Students at all lev-
els of achievement who received tutoring earned signifi-
cantly higher final grades in statistics than those receiv-
ing no tutoring. She replicated the study the following year
and again found significant grade differences (Irwin, 1981).

It is difficult to prove that students who use the most
tutoring earn higher grades because the weakest students
usually need more intensive tutoring. But some research
suggests that if underprepared students receive enough
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tutoring regularly and obtain tutoring early enough they

vs ill earn higher grades than students with equivalent abil-
ity who are not tutored. Watanabe and Maxwell, 1975 Lis

quote(l in Maxwell, 1979, p. 99), found that educationall .

disadvantaged students N ho attended tutoring sessimis ret;-

uhirlat least once a week throughout tile terniem ned

significantly higher grades ill chemistry than tho,,e v,ho

recened the same number of tutoring hours but v li 0 ..e

atteudance was irregular.
Another study slwowing that the amount of tutoring does

not relate to grades was reported by Irwin (1981) in an

experiment where students wet,- randomly assigned to

tutoring and nontutoring conditions. Irwin found no dif-

ference in achievement between tutored subjects vs ho

received different amounts of tutoring per week. In other

words, those vs ho had one to three tutoring sessions a Iseek

did as well as those who received four to six hours of tutor-

ing per week.
Another type of program using peer leaders, Supple-

mental Instruction (SI), was designed to be an alternative

for tutoring and has been found to help students improve

their grades. In SI, a professional SI leader works with a

course professor to identify the skills necess ry to succeed

in a course and trains student lenders to run SI sections

where students develop new skills that they can directly

apply to their course work. The SI model stresses volun-

tary attendance and the importance of choosing a high-risk

courseone that many students make low grades in. Stud-

ies have shown that students who attend SI sessions expe-

rience achievement about a half-grade higher in the par-

ent course than matched comparison groups who do not

attend SI groups (Blanc, DeBnhr, & Martin, 1983; Dimon,

1988; Kenney, 1988; Martin, Blanc, & DeWihr, 1982).

Tutoring and GPA Improvement
Tabulating changes in GPA before and after tutoring and

checking on retention rates for students who are tutored
vs. those who did not receive it are the most time-
consumin !iffieult, and expensive measures to collect.
Further, these measures may not be valid if tutoring is given

only to the weakest students. But because GPAs comprise

hard data, "they provide more clout for the program if
they are for it, but against it if they show no difference

or are negative. Consequently, few tutorial programs use
these measures and those that do usually base resultant

decisions on an accumulatica: of data over an extended

period of time" (Liberty, 1981, p. 71).
For this and other lessons, it is rare for studies to show

that tutored students improve their GPAs. Noticeably, the

findings on the matteror issueof GPA gain affected by
tutoring are mixed. Hedges and Majer (1976) found that

disadvantaged students who were tutored had significantly
higher GPAs between their freshman kind sophomore year
than the group not receiving tutoring, but the difference

did not continue during the sophomore year. MyGinty

(1989) reported that tutored students making marginal
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scores on the Ski' earned significantly higher GPAs than
students mit reeek mg tutoring. But for students with low
SAT-0erbal scores, tutoring did not make a significant dif-
ference in the C,P1s they earned. IlinseNer, MeGint fo llll d
small but significant gams in the GPAs of students at all
Lewis of ability w ho attended Supplemental Instruction.
This supports the findings of other studies of the effects
of SI partwipat llll on students GPAs (Blanc et al., 1983:
Ibim in, 1988: Martin et al., 1982). That studies on differ-
ences in GPAs bet weeit tutored d untutored groups (iften
do not reach significance (Carman, 1975: Koehler, 1987:

incent, 1983) suggests that w hat the student learns in the
tutoring situation may not ti ansfer to other courses Auk
the skills learned iii Snpplemental lustmction may indeed
tra .fer-.

Tutoring and College Persistence
Research does suggest that students who were tutored

remained in college longer than those who were not tutored
(Carman, 1975: Hedges & Majer, 1970; Koehler, 1987: Vin-
cent, 1983). Perhaps tutors enconrage students to persist
in their education. Or it may be that students who seek
tutoring are more highly motivated to finish college than
those wbo do not come in for tutoring.

Student Evaluations of Tutoring
Most programs administer questionnaires to tutees to

evaluate the tutoring service. As mentioned above, research-
ers have difficult!, demonstrating that tutoring improves
grades, but when tutees are questioned, they often report
that their course grade has improved. Woolley (1976) sur-
veyed a random sample of students in California commu-
nity colleges who had received more than 10 hours of tutor-
ing assistance and found tnat 85% reported that their
grades had improved. Also, 57% said they would have
dropped the course if they had not been able to get tutoring.

How can one explain the discrepancy between the stud-
ies on the effects of tutoring on grades and the enthusias-
tic responses of grade improvement that students give on
posttutoring nuest-onnaires? Certainly students appreci-
ate the help they get from tutors and frequently givz. them
high ratings. Results like those reported by Shaw (1989),
where students gave tutors an overall average ratilg of 4.7
out of 5, are not uncommon.

Perhaps the unidirectional-rating scales that are used
promote the "halo effect" or perhaps students who remain
long enough to fill out questionnaires about their tutors
administered at the end of the semester are making more
progress and are better satisfied than those who drop out
of tutoring. Whatever the reason, tutees generally report
they are satisfied with their tutors.

Recently I analyzed questionnaires from 20 college tutor-
ing programs and found a wide range of question,. (Max-
well, in press). Although the number of questions per ques-
tionnaire varied from 3 to 25, there were a total of cat-
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egories of questions. The spread must result front the dif-
ferences between programs, although most of the items from

st of the surveys concerned tutor characteristics (see
Table 1). Three programs nr,ed only open-ended questions
and one ball asked no open-ended questions.

Table 1
Percentage of

Questionnaires
Containing

Items in this
Category Category
Tutor charactertstics:

clarity of presentatIon . 70

knowledge of subject .. llll ll 65

rapport with student
(student's comfort level) 50

concern for student's learning 50

listening ability 50

tutor's Interest/enthusiasm for
subject 50

administrative concerns
(e.g., punctuality) 50

ability to diagnose problem 25

Tutee changes:
grade improvement 35
improvement in study skills, etc . 25

Overall:
overall effectiveness 60

overall satisfaction 45

Some of the items asked about tutors were redun-
danti.e., "My tutor was a good listener" and "My tutor
gave me his undivided attention" would appear on the same

instrument.
Surprisingly few programs asked questions about how

the tutee had changed as a result of tutoring or how much
effort the tutee put into the tutoring sessions. Only 10%
of the colleges asked any questions about the tutoring pro-
gram itself (location, scheduling, noise level, receptionist,
etc.). So there is room for improvement in the design of
the measures used to evaluate tutoring.

Why Is There So Little Research?
The dearth of research on college tutoring may result

from the following constraints:

1. Tutor coordinators rarely have the research skills and
almost never the incentive to undertake research pro-
jects with the exception of those individuals who are
pursuing doctoral degrees.

2. Research and evaluation studies take money, time, and
resources that are rarely available to the tuturi, g
program.



3. Tutoring takes mans forins-indis idual, group, etc.-
and is offered for mans types of courses. This makes
it difficult to find significant differences and to gen-
eralize about results

4. Tutoring represents just one part of programs designed

to help tinder-achieving students who may be concur-
rently receiving other types of academic support.

5. staff resistance to attemptint, to measure the effects
of complex, interpersonal interactions often arises.

Perhaps this last factor explains why so many tutor direc-
tors are content to rest on their laurels when they get good
student evaluations. Mike Rose's description of his dilem-
ma as a tutor coordinator echoes the feelings of many oth-
ers in the field:

Things that seemed sensible, and, in other contexts
would never be challenged, now become questions to
be solved by quantitative evaluation. The tutorial cen-
ter was asked to demonstrate., with numbers, that get-
ting individual guidance with material you don't
understand is helpful, that having a chance to talk
about what you're learning is beneficial. The drive
to quantify became very strong, a reality unto itself,
and what you couldn't represent with a ratio or a
chart-what was messy and social and complex-was
simply harder to talk about and much harder to get
acknowledged (Rose, 1989, p. 200).

Conclusion
Stadies suggest that developmental students like peer

tutoring and feel that it helps their grades. However, the
small number of studies on college tutoring provide no con-
sistent evidence that underpiepared students who are
tutored improve either their grades or their grade-point
averages. The students who do earn higher grades after
tutoring tend to be better prepared, have higher ability
and/or more experience in college. In other words, there
is no evidence that tutoring helps the weakest students.

Research does suggest, however, that underpreparcd stu-
dents who were tutored remained in college longer than
comparable students who were not tutored.

ks college tutoring programs adopt standards and
develop better tutor training programs, there should be
greater opportunities for researchers to reexamine the basic
questions of whether, and undei what conditions, and to
what extent, individual tutoring can help underprepared
students. A related question is whether some other method
of using peers in courLe-related services, such as Supple-
mental Instruction, is more effective than tutoring to im-
prove the skills associated with achievement. Current
research suggests that such other methods might be better.
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